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PULLBACK
GENEVA ESTABLISHING
SHOT
ZOOM OUT FROM
CHURCH TO SHOW
LAKE AND CITY

PAN FROM CU
FLOWERS TO
FOUNTAIN

io

'ARR:  In the shadow of Europe's highest mountain,

the city of Geneva sits majestically, displaying its

scenery and its history to the world.  Geneva

is the city of Calvin;  and a fortress of the

Reformation.  Here in neutral Switzerland, the

International Red Cross was founded in 1864o

The spirit of Geneva, the very air of its lake and

its mountains, is the ideal of international con-

eiliation  .....

......  and never did that spirit seem more vital to

the world than duÿ ing the two decades, between the

end of the First World ÿ,Tar and the start of the

Second.

HOTEL
FIRST HQ OF
LEAGUE

LEAGUE BUILDING

BATIMENT
ELECTORALE
ZOOM IN TO
WINDOWS

A large hotel was turned into the first office of the

League of Nations staff  ......

......  and the first Assembly of the League came to

order in the Hall of the Reformation.

PALAIS DES
NATIONS
PAN ACROSS
BUILDING

MS GLOBE AND
FLAG
PALAIS DES NATIONS

HOTEL BEAURIVAGE

In the nineteen thirties, a Palace of the Nations

rose to become the home of the League and the scene

of its efforts to contain the dictators -- a complex

story with a result everyone knows, but not everyone

understands.  It is common knowledge that the

League of Nations did not endure.  But its death

was the end of a chapter -- not the end of a book.

Even those men who were in at the end lÿew that.
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Men llke Norway's Carl Hambroÿ who presided in April

1946 over the funeral rites of the League of Nations.

SYNC SOUND
CARL HAMBRO
19ÿ6 LEAGUE MEETING HAMBRO (SYNC):  We look at the past -

as we look to the future°  With calm and
patient confidence.  Even this building will
continue to serve its purpose.

LS DELEGATES
IN MEETI iG And that day it fell to Britain's Lord Robert Cecil

to pronounce the amen°

LORD ROBERT
CECIL CECIL (SYNC): The League is dead°  Long live

the United Nations.

FADE TO BLACK
FADE UP ON

UN EXTERIOR
SUPERTITLES
UN  TELEVISION  PRESENTS
AN ACCOUFr OF THE
FIRST AT2EMPT BY

q
NATIONS TO
BUII,D AN ORGANIZATION
TO MAINTAIN PEACE

EARLY  ÿGUE  EXTERIORS

SUPERTITLE:  THE FIRST EXPERIMENT

SUPERTITLE :   PERMANENT  HEADQUARTERS
OF THE LEAGUE

CECIL SHOTS                   Lord Robert Cecil had lived through it all.  He had

worked with Smuts and Woodrow Wilson on the ÿJrlting

of the Covenant of the League of Nations and through

all those years between the wars struggled to keep it

strong and effective.  Cecil died in 1958 but we

learned of him from Philip Noel-Baker, winner of the

Nobel Prize for Peace, and Cecil's long-time friend:

PHILIP NOEL-BAKER                    NOEL-BAKER (SYNC): It began really with a
memorandum which hew rote for the cabinet in
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1916, and that came into the hands of a lot
of people including WoodrÿWilwon and
afterwards Woodrow Wilson began to make plans
for a League of Nations.  They had a lot of
correspondence, to Col. House and Senator
William Wiseman and others.

PHILIP NOEL-BAKER

What caused him to write the memorandum... ?

IjÿER (sYNC): Well he was absolutely horrified
by the war.  He had a lovely cottage down
in the Sussex Downs and there he could hear
the bombardments going on in France.  When
the wind Was in the right direction, the
barrages used to come over and as he sat
in his garden he would think what was
happening in the trenches and that, I think,
moved him to write this memorandum, to urge
that an international organlsatlon mus% be
set up to ensure that there should never be

anothe_ÿ war.

WORLD WAR I
SEQUENCE

It was, they said, the war for democracy: the war

to end all war.  But soon they saw the glamor

had gone forever from combat, to be replaced by a

grotesque new technology of destruction, embracing

aerial bombing and mustard gas.  The casualty

figures after a major battle would lÿ like the

population statistic for a large city°  An entire

generation of Europe's youth was wiped out.

It was Parade's End, wrote Ford Maddox Ford.

And there were to be no more parades.

After four years of holocaust and torment, the

world was screaming out its revulsion to war.

ARMISTICE SEQUENCE
SUPERTITLES : APÿISTICE

ll NOVÿvÿER 1918
WILSON SEQUENCE
MusIC AND SOUND The man of the hour, a leader determined (in

Augustan idealism) to convert armistice into endur-



Ins peace, was the President of the United Statesÿ

Woodrow Wilson.  He journeyed through Europe to

receive the acclaim of millions°  Though European

leaders may have suspected his motives, Europe's

masses showed him their fervor ÿ and prayed that

this man from the New World could bring peace o

NOEL BAKER
ON COMMENTARY NOEL BAKER (SYNC):  We went to the birth-

place' of his parents in Manchester, and he
made a speech about the Leaguejof Nations
in Manchester which was so magnificent,
the people said it had all the atmosphere
of a marvellous service in a great cathed-
ral.  And when held finished there was about
a minute's silence before they broke into
a tumultuous applause ÿ which newer endee.
And Wo0drow Wilson went roÿma ÿhÿ Continent
alas not to the devastated areag of France
but he went to Rome, he went to Parisÿ
in Rome the President of the Senate, after
he had addressedthe two chambers of their
parlismenÿ together, said, tMr. President,
you are not only the President of the United
States, you are the President of us all'  ....
and Woodrow Wilson was the great prophet of
the League ° o .and without him no League
could have been made, because he forced it
through the Peace Conference in Paris 1919.
But quite equally, without Robert Cecil no
covenant could have been written° I was one
of the secretaries at the Commission and so
I'm able to testify that without him,
certainly, no covenant would have been agreed

to.

PARIS DELEGATFÿ
ARRIVING In all ages past, peace conferences had been

gÿherings of kings and sovereign rulers ÿ or their

spokesmen°  But the Delegates of the Allied Nations

who came to Paris to .Jrite the Peace Treaty of 1919

were a new breed: most of them were representatives

of parliamentary democracies, of a sort°  And so

they were responsible to legislatures ÿ not

princes ÿ*o and eventually to the wishes of their
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peoples o

The details were settled at the Qual d'Orsay°  But

the place decreed for the final slgÿing was the

incomparable Palace of Louis XIV at Versailles.

VERSAILLES

FUZZY TRANSITION

LS PROCESSION OF
CARS ARRIVING AT
VERSAILLES 1919

MEETINGS SEQUENCE

Tourists who come today to marvel at the building

that made Francÿ bankrupt can sense the kind of era

for which Versailles ÿ.Jas built°  It was an age of

marble and tapestry, pomp and circumstance; power

private and encrusted°    In these halls,

France signed joÿay Canada; Britain yielded up her

Thirteen Colonies; Germany founded the Empire of 1871.

For a millennium and a half, ever since the end of

the Pax Romsÿa, affairs of state had been conducted
/

behind closed doors.  Vast areas of territory and

the destinies of millions ,of voiceless peoples had bee

traded in private, at the gaming tables na

of history between the hands of the mighty and the

few°

This was diplomacy before our century: a process

whereby matters affecting entire populations were

settled by the powerful handfuls, meeting in arrogant

obscurity ÿ a system no longer possible in 1919.

There came a day when the work in Paris was done,

andthe delegates drove to Versailles to sign the

Peace Treaty.
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Here the Allied leaders were to meet the German

plenipotentiaries for the first time ÿ for they had

been ÿ iven no part in the negotiations of Paris o

Now tÿ ÿY were being brought in to confront their

victc s  ........

DELEGATES
GETTING OUT   '
OF CARS ......  like Clemenceau  ........

oo..oolike Foch °  ........

......  Pershing and other allied Generals  .......

......  the man who wanted "open covensmts, openly

arrived at" -- President Wilson°

INTERIORS
DELEGATES
WALKING

HALL  OF  MIRRORS  ETC

CU TREATY

HALL OF MIRRORS

Germany had to admit sole guilt for the war, pay a

vast reparation, give up her colonial empire; make

space for Poland, yield Alsace-Lorraine.  Austria

was cut down to the space of a little republic

around Vienna.

Harold Nicolson watched it happen, and wrote that

given the atmosphere of the time and the passions^

aroused°.....

"It has to be expected that human nature, having but

recently indulged in the folly of the Great War

could suddenly mÿnifest the calm serenity of almost

superhuman wisdom."

And yet, in its very opening words, the Treaty of

Versailles established the League of Nations and

spelled out xÿ Covenant:



BIG FOUR EMERGE

CROWD RUSHING

BIG FOUR

The day the Treaty was signed, the Big Four emerged

to take their bow.

Lloyd George of Britain -ÿ

Orlando of Italy--

Clemenceau of France --

Woodrow Wilson of the United States --

often at odds, before this day and after it; but

here together at a time of unanimity and

acclamation.

ARMISTICE CROWDS
MUSICAL PAUSE

WILSON WAVING ON BOAT Soon afterward Woodrow Wilson waved a farewell to

Europe, its rubble and its cheering thousands,

.....  and sailed back to the unscarred landscape of the

United States.

PARADE
WILSON  ÿ"   "'ÿ He got a big welcome.  There was overwhelming enthus-

iasm for the man and the Covenant he had written, a

wave of public and political support in favor of

America ratifying the Peace Treaty and joining the

League of Nations.

But slowly an undercurrent began to swell.  Voices

were raised in the Senate, none more influential

than that of the senior Henry Cabot Lodge, the New

England pc.ÿrlcian who joined with spokesmen for

both capital and labour to warn darkly aÿinst

America giving up her sovereignty to the League.

Some raised the spectre of joblessness through the

dumping of cheap foreign goods in America; others
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pointed to themilitary and naval threat from Japsno

There was a drawing back from the commitment, an

assertion of America's iÿlatlonism, a reminder that

the first President had enjoined his people to stay

clear of entangling foreign alliances.

WILSON
JOURNEY

NOEL BAKER ON
CAMERA

5

NOEL BAKER (SYNC):  Wilson began a campaign
of speeches across the country, as marvellous
as the speeches which he had made in Eurppe
at the end of lÿÿ8, and the first days of
1919  .....  but unfcrtunately in the middle of
his campaign he had a stroke.  He went back
o the White House, but he never really was

in charge again.  It was a most tragic
thlng; the election came alcng, Wilson was
fÿ ÿaated, the League became anathema in the
eyes of the Congress of the United States.

DELEGATES
ARRIVING

ASSEMBLY

DELEGATES   GETTING
OUT OF CARS

SHOT OF CAPITOL
BUILDING Ratification failed in the Senate° The United Nations

voted to stay out of the League of Nations.  Many clti

hoped to be chosen as the capital of the New World

of peace. ÿ but the honour fell soon to Geneva, where

Erid Drummond arrived in the fall of 1920

with a small group of associates to form the

nucleus of the first International Civil Service in

world history°

And soon the delegates came too, to holdthe first

meeting of the League Assembly.

.......  Cecil was there  ....

.......  Paderewski of Poland  .....

In the Assembly each of the League Members had a

seat. The Allies of World War I, the neutral nations,
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the nations created by the Peace Treaty. Though America

was not pre.ÿ..cnt, .therewwas something American about

the very idea of an Assembly of nations ÿ a town

meeting of the world°  The Assembly was to be the

forum for all the world's pressures and problems, a

place where burning questions might be given air and

time°  Only rarely could the Assembly reach a firm

decision, for that required the unaulmity of its

members°  Sovereignty had not yet relaxed sufficient=

ly -- nor has it since -- to let governments place

their destinies ÿn the hands of others°  A chosen

group of powers comprised the Council of the League ÿ-

a body which carried the first responsibility for

stopping aggressors and keeping the peace.  Here, too,

unanimity was required -ÿ even a small power had the

veto m_ but chances for declslonÿmaking,were better,

because the group was more compact and the issues

concerning it often perilous far all.

SECRETARIAT

The victors were permanent members of the Council --

Britain, France, Italy and Japan -- Later Germany

end Russia were also given the prerogative of

permanent membership.

The staff of the League was unique: stenographers,

translators, secretaries, economists, sociologists,

hundreds of skilled people brought to Geneva to work

for an international cause.  They were loyal citizens

of their own countries but, in their official duties,

were pledged to act with only the interests of the
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DRUMMOND

REFUGEE SHOTS

FLATS AT GENEVA
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League of Nations in ÿido

The first Secretary-General served this ideal for 14

years.  Sir Erie Drummond was a man who attracted

adjectives : wise, pragmetic, prudent, economical,

creative.  The British diplomat was to need all of

these qualities for the Work he had to do:

He had to build and run a team that would survive the

test of an age of conflict.  The tasks immediatÿ

ahead were awesome: the League was to administer

the Saÿr Basin, run the free city of Danzig,

establish an International Labor Organisation

and a Permanent Court of International Justice,

deal with a vast agenda of economic and financial

affairs.

Even more urgent was the need to feed starving
i

millions and to alleviate the condition of refugees in

three continents.  The war was done but its debris

and wretchedness still lay visible over

half the world.  There was a sense of optimism

in Geneva when the League began, a quality caught
J

in the flickering cinematography of the 1920'So

The multitudes gathered to see their history being

made.  Artists froze the great moments on canvas.

TITLE CARDS :
DELEGATES The presence of the delegates ÿs itself a grand

show ÿ patriarchs of an age that was past rubbing

elbows with spokesmen of brand-new nations  .....

......  colorful figures from lands we once called far

away and exotic.
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.  .....  all joining together in at least a semblance

of frÿernlty at the round table of the world.  Such

scenes gave promise that the powerful and sinister

combinations of the past were gone; ÿand that a new

age of peace had arrived°

Jean Monnet recalls this age in Geneva.  He is an

economist, famed for his work in creaÿing the Euroÿ

pean Common Market.  In the early nineteen-twenties

he hadbeen a very young Deputy Secretary General to

Sir Eric Drummond.

JEAN MONNET
ON CAMERA MONNET (SYNC):  It was a period of hope.

The war, the First War, had come to a
close, and we had hoped that an organization
of nations that had been at war, and of other
nations of the world together, discussing
their problems, would come to completion
and that it would help to create that
spirit of peace which was so much lacking.
So the League of Nations was created with the
idea, as I said, of having those nations
discuss their problems and come to ab
an agreement° I have learned many things
since I was Deputy Secretary=General of
the League of Nations  ....  I've learned
one thing among others, and that is, that
men are not reasonable enough to come to
agreement by reason; there must be some
rules, there must be some ways by which
they have to come to agreement, otherwise
they defend their own interest and don't
try to solve the main problem.

LOCARNO MATERIAL But it seemed for a spell in 1925 and afterwards

that self-interest had been reconciled with enllght-

enment°  At Locarno a Treaty was signed by which

the nations, including Germany, accepted the frontiers

laid down at the Peace Treaty and the nervous new
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republics of Poland ÿd (ÿ.zechoslovakla breathed a

.....  sigh of relief°

SHOTS
TROUBLE IN,
THE STREETS

For Ger.ÿany, the early twenties were convulsive

and deeply troubled years  .....  political assasslnÿ

ation, widespread strikes, a disastrous inflation,
J

the French occupation of the Ruhr to exact reparÿ

ations, the tribute promised at Versailles°  By 1926

these successive crises had passed°  The world

community was ready at last to readmit to membershlp

a Democratic Germany, the Germany of the Weimar

Republic 0

STRESEMAÿ
TRAIN ARRIVAL

TITLE :
STRESEMANN

For many,, the_First Wcrld ÿ¢ar ended only on the day

Chancellor Gustav Stresemann's train pulled into

Geneva stati6n, nearly 8 years after the armistice

of 1918.  He had come to restore his country to full

membership in the kinship of nations.  It was a

great day, and everybody at Geneva knew it ÿoo:

Berlin news vendors, dressed in their home uniforms,

were selling The Tageblatt on Swiss street corners°

in
Germany was coming in --/the spirit of Locarno

-- with a promise to seek no changes in her frontiers

except by arbitration°  That promise had only seven

years to live.  For in 1933, Hitler was to take back

his country' s word.
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At home in Germany, Stresemÿ never won ÿnquslified

support or gratitude but in Geneva in 1926 he was

the man of the hour and one of the giants°

Arlstide Briand was another of the giants of Geneva

in those days  ......

Sir Austen Chamberlain spoke for Britain° 0 ° °

The giants ÿ and the lesser humans ÿ came to

Geneva for the Council meetings and met informally

in their hotels°

ANTHONY
EDEN  ESTABLISHING
SHOT Chamberlaln's Deputy at the time, destined to

become Foreign Secretary and later ÿ

Prime Minister of England, was Aÿ,Lon

Anthony Eden  .......

A n0mC EDEN
ON CAMERA EDEN (SYNC):  It was, of course, the

heyday of the League of Nations.  After
Locarno, when Austin Chamberlain f or us,
end Briand for the French, and Stresemann for
Germany, used to meet.  Because what was
verygood about the Council meeting of
the League in those days, the four
just four -- that they were attended by all
the foreign secretaries, and therefore the
people who had the main decisions to take
were the prople who met together whiÿhwas
good.  And it lasted about a week, the
Council meeting, I remember; the first one
I went to, and the main discussions were not
in the meetings themselves but at the
respective hotels, the Beaurivage and the
Berg, but these three men, Austin Chamberlain
Briand and Streseman.  Very interesting,
very impressive, I thought it was, and I
went without -- any particularly, you know

I wasn't day dreaming about it, but it
did seem to me a good workmanlike machine.
Of course, it was small, the whole staff was
small; Drummond was an efficient organizer
and the general effect was for something that
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KELLOGG PACT
FOOTAGE Russia was to be admit%ed to League membership in the

mid<ÿ.Irtieso  America never came in ÿ although

she did join with other nations in renouncing war

as aÿsirument of policy°  In 1928 Coslidge's

Secretary of State -- Kellogg of the Breakfast Food

family -- came to Paris to sign the Kellogg-Brisrÿ

Pact.  However, it is a myth to say that the United

Btates did not participate in the League of Nations°

Noel-Baker tells the story:

NOEIÿBAKER
ON .CAMERA . NOEL-BAKER (SYNC):  The League used to send

out circulars to all governments, members
and non-members alike, asking for infor-
mation of different kinds.  And the
United States never answered any and
after some months, some member of the
Secretariat, Arthur Swietzer, who died
last year, a great man, began persuading
his American friends  ....  in the Consul,;e,
in Geneva, in Washington, and so on,
thatthis was rather ridiculous, and so
on a given day, forty, three answers
to League questionnaires were delivered
to Sir Eric Drummond in Geneva, and from
then, American cooperation begano

Sweitzer developed it in every way with
the utmost skill°  John DoRockefeller
III, the present head of th@ Rockefeller
family, helped him a good deal. Other
important Americans got interested and
by the time of the disarmament conference
in 1952 the United States was taking part
in every League meeting except only the
Council and the Assembly.  And when Roose-
velt came in as President, ÿ his first
month, he proposed that the Urÿhed States
should send observers even to the Council
and the Assembly of the League.  It didnTt
happen but by the tlme of the 1932 Disarma-
ment conference, the United States was
paying their share of the costs of the
conferences erganised by the League and, in
fact, they were the second highest sub-
scriber to its fund, excepting the British
Empire which was then, of course, paying for
a quarter of mankind.
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On Geneva's lake, the sun sparkled; and an obser-

ver, judging it all in 1928, might have been

forgiven for believing that a glowing age of

peace and dignity lay ahead for mankinÿo  There

was time for golf  .....

Even the Secretary-General could step away from

his desk to take up the peaceful clubÿ

Therewas champagne in the garden, a sense of ease

assurance, relaxation.

A feeling that the destiny of man was secure, that
/

history could be made with confidence and purpose:
\

......  something that wise men came from far to see

BERNARD SHAW
SEQUENCE

FOUNDATION CEREMONY Architects drew plans for a great lBlace, a hall

of marble and splendor that would look down to the

blue waters and up to the white mountains.  Those

who gathered on the hillAide in 1929 to see the

foundation stone layed believed theyÿe

witnesses to the start of a millenium ÿ- not

merely a buÿIdingoÿ They were to be proved wrong -

even before the crucial year had run out°  They

had seen the crest of Geneva and things would

never be the same again°

STOCK EXCHANGE
PANIC On Black Monday, Wall Street crumbled;  to be

followed by the markets of Paris and London.

Unemployment, hunger and desperation were let

loose on the industrial world, and even as the
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Peace Palace rose, suppressed forces, extreme and

vicious, were to be unleashed upon a League of

Nations inadeÿ-u.%e to contain Them°  The ."upÿ

decade" was over, and the slide had begun;
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